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Please note: This document contains comments received from the public. A separate
document that answers questions and responds to comments will be published in the near
future.
County stopped sending me renewable certificate years ago ‐ Am I suppose to be paying anyway?
This article is a masterpiece of gobbledegook and confusion. Nowhere does it state WHAT the proposed
fee structure is in comparison to what it is now (is there one?) Is it to create a new source of revenue
for what? Is the proposed plan to do what? Inspect individual septic systems? Reduce pumping fees?
Repair failing systems? What is the current fee system? When you explain it better then I can answer
better.
No one over 75 should have to pay anything ‐ inspection‐pumping. We are on fix income, have reverse
mortgage ‐ reduce tax (our physical health is poor). Our income is only $2100 a month. It is a $500 cost
to have this every 3 years too much
Septic plan recommendations are 1‐not strong enough for reasonable, and 3‐just right for public health.
The current system is totally unreasonable and a flat rate makes much more sense! I hope this proposal
is accepted and implemented right away.
Where my system is located I have to check it every three years. I pay my septic pumper who in turn
pays his taxes. By charging me a fee every year would be double dipping.
Total bureaucratic nonsense to place more fees on citizens. I am completely against your plan to start
charging "fees" for private septic systems. How much more "MONEY" can you extract from people
without being considered thieves or dictators? In my opinion, this is only a ploy to begin the process of
"forcing" home owners to pipe into the public sewer system, which overcharges and/or to keep raising
your "fees" until nobody can afford to live in this county.
I am retired. I have a septic system that is working fine and has been since way before I owned the
property. Are you thinking you need to get involved with systems like mine. I don't. If you start charging
fees and making unnecessary inspections and charging fees for professionals to come in where will the
money come from? Get a hold of reality and consider everyone in your so called findings. I agree that
sensitive areas need to be monitored and if problems are found they need to be addressed. This does
not include the entire county. Cool your jets and work on the real problems first. When a system fails it
should be brought up to current standards for existing systems. Your current and proposed methods are
NOT working for us, you scare us. Help us to keep our systems going with advise, direction and if
necessary hold the shovel for us. Our country is setup for WE THE PEOPLE. I have been involved in
construction in Thurston and nearby Counties for decades and I long for the early days when the
authorities helped with projects rather than hindered with permits and bullshit fees. Get a grip.

I think the plan is fair and increases the capacity of the Environmental Health Department to help keep
septic systems operating and protect the environment as well as public health. I encourage you to pass
the new plan.
This is a ridiculous consideration. If it fails, I am responsible for the clean up as it is on my property. Why
would there be a fee for an inspection that will never happen.
I really don't like the idea of a septic police coming on my property. I maintain / pump my system as
required. My system was permitted, I pay my taxes, and I believe any new fees should be charged to
new systems. This county is getting to be a joke, homeowners and taxpayers are so restricted it feels like
we don't own our own property.
The system is inspected when pumped. The fees are rediculous.. To much big government is bad.
People in south thurston should not have to pay for the sewage issues in the Marine Recovery Area. If
it's equal then at least every resident should be paying a share.
Joke of a survey, like you care
I am opposed to adding one more intrusive layer of government. There is no disaster happening with
septic systems in Thurston County. Septic systems already are monitored with pumpers report, which I
already have to pay for, so why do you feel the need to add more hardship to property owners?
Property owners get no benefit from this! The biggest problem in Thurston Co. is engineered septic
systems, systems you require. Gravity feed systems rarely fail. Tiered charges? You want everyone to
subsidize other peoples' overly engineered systems? And you call that fair? There is no health issue.
There is no disaster. The water is cleaner than it's been in decades. So, can you explain exactly why you
need this nearly $2million annually?
No new monthly or annual fees should be applied, only current time of transfer fees and inspections
should be used. Individuals pay $7‐12,000 (equivalent to at least $20‐$40 per month for 30 years) to
install septic systems according to county standards and so they do not have to pay monthly sewage
fee's. Its unfair to charge additional taxes when fee's have already been collected. Any fee's needed for
county wide projects should be collected from every one and not just people with septic systems.
Helping the environment is good but not if it comes from discriminatory tax practices....
This is bogus socialistic control. You are continually trying to get paid for looking for problems. You tried
this in the 90's.
As a new homeowner in Rochester I find this completely ridiculous. It is already difficult enough with a
pocket gophers and other requirements that the county commissioners are starting to try and enact so
we need permits to do anything on our property.... even remove a tree that is dangerous to our home.
Then there's Orca trying to impress a large fee just to be able to burn yard waste on your property. The
septic permit that we had to obtain ( which shouldn't have applied to us anyways because we are not
near the coast or any water) just to purchase our home should be sufficient enough to keep an eye on
how septic systems are in this county. If anything the county should be charging this fee to residents
who decide to not renew their septic permit every four years. If your current on your permit and
following the rules and doing everything the county require so far why should there be an additional
inspection performed?

notices about inspection and maintenance would be a good thing. Question: when the septic system
cleaners come to inspect and/or clean, do they currently transmit a copy of their work/findings to the
County?
Systems that have been in use for decades will get necessary repairs & maintenance by home owners as
necessary. With all the information necessary online and Environmental Health to help us, let us do it
ourselves.
The on site septic systems isn't the main culprit for our puget sound runoff problems. It's the municipal
systems that overflow raw sewage into our waterways when we have rain storms and too much runoff
that can't be properly treated. Another new fee charged and then mismanaged by the county is not the
answer. I am so tired of the government systems interfering with our private business.
I fully support properly maintained septic systems ‐ but need to be shown where the existing program is
not working to protect our marine districts.
I own multiple homes in the Nisqually management areas. I have completed the WSU septic real estate
course and the County taught self inspection course. In my humble opinion, and it is shared by many
septic professionals in the County, the system for non waterfront Whitewater systems is broken. The
County mandated requirements are ludicrous. I understand if the systems are within 200‐300 feet of the
water that they would need more stringent inspections, but anything farther than that should have the
same requirements as a sand filter or mound system. The current system is set up solely to create
wealth for the septic inspectors. If you create a solid plan that is fair and equitable for all systems more
people will follow it.
This is all focusing on water quality related to septic systems. I'm guessing this is related in some way the
the Scatter Creek Aquifer Management Project. In almost every water quality study I have read from
Thurston County, water quality has improved dramatically in areas where dairy farms were closed or
managed more closely. Even though more septic systems and homes were built in my neighborhood,
water quality improved over 100% because the dairy farm is no longer there. Here is the link to one of
the studies:
http://www.co.thurston.wa.us/health/ehsc/documents/AppendixOgrandmoundwatersystemplan2012.
pdf The management of agriculture waste seems to allow a significant volume of agrowaste. I feel like
the homeowner is being targeted and taxed when other sources sewage are potentially being ignored. I
think it is good to monitor and manage water quality, but don't blame it all on septic systems. I'm willing
to contribute and pay a tax, but don't ignore the other issues that are actually causing more problems
than our home septic systems.
I spent thousands of dollars on a new, upgraded system. I know my responsibilities in maintaining this
system to protect water quality. However, I also know others living in my area have old systems that
have never been inspected so who knows what impacts to water quality are occurring. I have one
neighbor using an outhouse. Inspection of old systems needs to be addressed as well as the use of an
outhouse.
The plan is very reasonable and recommendations seem well‐founded I would really like to see the
inspection certification training program expanded to all OSS owners as well as greater outreach to OSS
owners, including service reminders, to help ensure that septics are being properly maintained. Perhaps

offering reduced fees to inspection‐certified owners and/or owners who provide regular maintenance
and service records would incentivize good O&M practices.
For those of us that are senior citizens who are on fixed incomes, it would be helpful for the county to
send out an inspector to check our septic systems every three years for compliancy.
I pay to keep my septic in good working order and I do not want to pay for others who do not service or
keep theirs in good working order.
Stop trying to fix what is not broken by legislating behavior based on pseudo‐science!
The current system is unfair and unreasonable and I am in complete agreement with the committee's
recommendation to repeal the requirement for operational permits, pump reports, etc. While I don't
particularly like it, I understand the need to collect some sort of user fee to pay for services related to
septic systems. Our operational permit will renew the beginning of January 2016 and I doubt the new
plan will be in place by that time. I hope you will consider a user phase‐in that would give us credit for
$125 we will pay for the three‐year permit and not charge us additional fees related to the new plan
until 2019.
After caring for the cost and maintenance of my system for over 40 years, it is abhorrent now, to learn
that the county wants to charge a fee under the guise of public health and safety. We all know it is just
one more thing the county wants control over so they can bleed homeowners of more of their money.
This is not for the benefit of the public and we know that the money will be wasted on unnecessary
projects as is too often the case .
The fee system and the process that is currently in place is the most confusing. The inspection process,
what is supposed to happen during the inspection process, whom you are supposed to pay and what
amount you are supposed to pay is extremely confusing and changes every time. The inspectors have
required me to pay the fee to them but the money is not allocated to my bill at the Olympia Septic
Office. The Olympia Septic System Office has been unresponsive to these issues. I current changes to the
plan has been ineffective. We need to allow the home owner to inspect and pay for their own septic
system, and not have a septic company to receive the payment and do the inspection. I am paying over
$ 400 for every inspection.. Why ?
I would like to see more enforcement of repairs and replacement of failing and failed systems. I think
there should be stiff penalties and fines for systems that are failing until a system is functional.
No more fees. I already support the program with existing property taxes. I maintain my system by
following the rules for the operational permit.
I have a VERY LIMITED pension at $1700/month for over 30 years (@private company) & am disabled.
Every new charge cuts into my VERY FINITE funds. I haven’t had T.V. since 1992; no computer & grow
my food.
My husband and I already pay $150 every 3 years (or ~$50 a year) just to have our certificate renewed
plus we pay ~$150 every 3 years to have our 7 yr. old septic system inspected. We are not near water
and have no close neighbors. There only 2 of us living in our house. It would not be fair for us to pay
more we believe.

Right now I pay a lot of $ every 3 yrs to have my system checked by a paid company & have to pay over
$100 fee to the county to renew my permit. Thousands of other septic systems are not required to do
this – including my neighbors. All septics owners should pay something to support water quality.
I enclose the survey as requested but after reading the associated article carefully, I have don’t
have the information necessary to answer your questions.
We used to do a check on our systems ourselves, fill out a form, and pay a permit fee every
three years. Now we still pay a 3‐yr permit fee plus we have to pay a contractor to check the
system – a juicy benefit to septic system installers, and increase in cost to property owners.
But I understand that many owners may not have done the check correctly – or at all – and may
not have had their tank pumped when they should, so I think that getting a qualified person to
do the check was justified. This seems like a pretty good way to catch poorly operating systems
and get systems repaired.
This change in monitoring found an underground alteration make to our system by the previous
owner that was not disclosed when we bought the property and would never have been
discovered by the previous tank inspection. Had there been a proper transfer inspection in
2004, it probably would have been discovered at that time. I am sure that the repair done, due
to the contractor inspection, likely made the effluent clearer and will probably extend drainfield
life. So I think the contractor inspection was a good monitoring improvement even though I
didn’t like having to pay more for it.
The permit fees currently collected should cover the cost for the people needed to send out
bills, collect money, send out permits and monitor enforcement on those few problem
properties. You say that your goal is to “create (a) funding strategy that is stable, self‐sustaining
and adequate to fund a viable septic operation and maintenance program.”
I would have to have the following information to make an informed response to the survey:
1. I see that the fee as recommended would be $20 higher than the current permit fee.
Why would replacing the permit fee, transfer fee, pump report with a flat annual fee be
a better funding choice for septic system owners or the county?
2. Would this replace or be in addition to the septic contractor’s fee?
3. What is the cost of the program and how many properties bear the cost?
4. Why would it be better to tack the fee on property tax rather than getting owners to
pay for a 3yr operations permit?
5. Owners should have to prove that their septic system when sold meets county
requirements and is as designed – that they haven’t made changes that make it less
functional. Why should all taxpayers have to pay more to cover transfer fees when it
seems more reasonable for sellers to cover that cost at time of sale?
I checked the county Environmental Health webpage and could not find the answers to these
questions. Until I know the answers to these questions, I will have to choose the “current
system.”
A defective system anywhere is a problem for us all. If there is a septic on the property the owner
should pay. Most any system failure/leak will dump something into the Puget Sound or Chehalis.

Leave system the way it is currently. If I have a problem with my system, I take care of it. I shouldn't
have to pay for others that have septic problems.
It doesn't seem fair to have a fee attached to owning a septic system‐‐it seems like another way to tax
the residents when they already have expenses associated with pumping and maintenance.
I know you don't care and will do whatever you want without a lawsuit stopping you, but this is just
another do‐nothing plan on the part of the county to get revenue. The septic pumping people already
inspect the tank when they come out. When I see a county employee drop into my tank and take a look
when it is pumped, I would consider supporting such a fee. But that will never happen.
Unfair, unreasonable, already too many fees paid to the county to live here.
I would appreciate if the county explained why such an effort is needed. It hasn't been demonstrated to
the public what the problems and risks associated with septic systems are. What are the statistics on
these problems? I would like to see a list of actual cases where septic systems have contaminated
ground water in the past 10 years along with specific reasons. Also, please stop charging us fees in
addition to the exorbitant property taxes we already pay. These fees and taxes are making it increasingly
difficult for people to live in rural areas. The economy is down, unemployment is high, and people are
having trouble food on the table for their families. We cannot afford any additional fees. Please find
another source of funding.
This is burdensome and unnecessary. We already have oversight, inspections, and the fees are already
high. I have 10 acres of forested land with rain gardens, etc. and I continually see my rates go up for
storm water, etc. My septic is in good order. I've already installed risers and inspect it regularly. Please
don't make changes for the sake of making changes. Unnecessary. Thanks
I think this is just another way to generate revenue for the state, at the peoples expense. We keep our
septic tank clean. Everyone we know in our area takes good care of their septic system, too. Generating
money, at the expense of taxpayers, doesn't mean you are offering a viable solution to any "potential
problem." The "Land of the Free" has become the "Land of the Overtaxed." Enough is enough.
I resent any additional charges or inspections . I take care of my septic and everyone else I know who
has one does the same. STOP TAXING AND REGULATING the citizens of what used to be the home of the
free. Lets tax all bicycles over 5 speed to use our roads and sidewalks
The cost of septic inspection and pumping is great enough that responsible septic owners shouldn't be
charged a yearly fee. When I've had my system pumped it was recommended that I have it done every 4
‐ 5 years. A schedule of recommended inspection and pumping should be made for the different types
of septic systems available. As long as owners show their compliance with the schedule for their type of
system, and have proof they have performed any maintenance to keep their system working properly
there should be NO fee paid to the county. Otherwise, you are punishing responsible owners. Those
who have septic systems that are not maintained are the owners who should be fined and forced into
compliance. I shouldn't have to pay a fee simply for the fact I have a septic system because a city or
county sewer system isn't available where I live.
I do not favor imposing a new annual assessment.

This is government overreach. The current fees for O&M and time of transfer is enough. The
homeowner already does not get anything of value in return for these fees.
The plan appears to be well thought out and an improvement for maintaining water quality. I applaud
the committee's work do this ‐ I have a well & septic system.
I need to have my septic inspected as often as a house the same as mine.
The only different is, there are only two living in my house and four or more in the other house.
We both need to have tanks inspected every four years.
My tank is good for 6 to 7 years, while their tank is good 4 to 5 years. But I have to have inspected every
4 years.
Good money out of my pocket.
Houses should be inspected basic on population in the house not bedroom or how you do it. Now it is 4
years, Inspect and pay.
Happy to give input: there are other problem areas that need to be look into
I don't think that systems that aren't proven to be broken and are in areas that aren't having "failing
system" problems, should have to pay for government management that isn't needed. I believe that this
is a method for government to collect more $$ under the guise of being concerned about the
environment ‐ all those "meaningful sounding but not reflective of reality and very general in nature"
words provided as justification. If I have a problem, make me fix it. If I don't, leave me alone.
Too expensive, too many bureaucrats employed to run the program. I'm retired and can't afford
programs like this.
Even though we are in a "special area" ‐ it is important to us to monitor the septics in our community to
prevent the costly requirement to hook up to a sewer system.
Our septic system ( standard gravity) installed 35 years ago is functioning properly and has given us no
problems. I do not believe collective punishment of all septic owners is a solution to the problem.
Believe me when a septic system fails the owners nose will find it out and take care of the problem, the
County says 84 to 95 % of systems in the program are in compliance. I would like to see the hard ( not
theoritical ) scientific proof this is the problem.
Seems like a money grab to me.
We see no value in this tax on our property. We maintain ‐ don't penalize us for being responsible!!!
With 53000 on site septic systems in the county at $45 a year = $ 2250000 ‐ $2500000 a year, how will
this money be used ???
I paid for my septic system and all the high priced permits to install it. The permits assured that the
system is in good working order per code. I see no need for Thurston County to extort yet more money
from us!
We have to put septic's in to Thurston and state standards. We have to pay taxes on installation cost of
product and to maintain. Every time we turn around there is a new fee to be placed on the back of the

land owner. Should we talk about gopher fees? Extortion by the county at the highest level. Now septic
too?
I pay for my system to be pumped and inspected it is mine unless you are going to dig up my system and
re‐landscape my yard I should not have to pay you for anything
I think it's just a lame excuse to suck more cash out of us
I left them in the previous question box.
I pay to have my system inspected every couple years to renew my operational certificate. Furthermore
I paid more for the installation of a clean septic system (Glendon). I don't need another fee from
environmental health!!
the property taxes I pay are already outrageous. you want to charge for waste put in a sewer system. I
live where I live to get away from the government controlling/charging every aspect of my living. This is
just another way to get money from the people since the government has not and cannot budget the
money they already collect. Figure out another way and leave my property alone.
The cost for a certified septic inspection is already too much, and the cost of the operational certificate
adds more of a financial burden to the homeowner.
We pay to have our system up to date and to have it pumped. Is the city going to start paying for that,
otherwise how is it fair for you to charge us for our system? It isn't. Just another way for you to get
money from homeowners, it is a shame and disgraceful.
Shouldn't letters be sent to all home owners with septic systems, instead of putting it in the back of a
newsletter. Great way to sneak in a new fee.
This just penalizes all of us who keep our system up.
Stop trying to control every aspect of people and MY land. Thurston County is crazy and I work for a
county agency! JUST STOP. Between the Gopher and all the other stupid crap you do it is enough. Go
smell your patchouli and leave us alone!
I do NOT want to pay to maintain everyone else's system!! Not a fair fee!!
The only fair plan would allow grandfathering of existing systems. Thank you.
As if we don't pay enough taxs ..and yes it is just a tax increase. .sick of it
Just getting the word out why it is important that septic systems a get proper maintenance (which mine
does) is enough and fine those that don't.
Stop ripping off the homeowners! We pay enough for the county government's eco extortion!
Furthermore... we know that this is not based in science ... its based in extortion!
If you're so worried about water quality why are smaller than 5 acre variances being approved? If you're
concerned with water conditions you would not willingly just let people put in septic every .75 acres for
you can get more revenue you would keep it at the five‐acre minimum and everything would be fine like

it is right now. You wanted to test my well a while back and I did not approve you to because I think you
need to mind your own business everything is fine out here in the scatter Creek area. And I hope you
find it in your heart to leave it that way I'm already considering leaving Thurston County because of the
high taxes I know something like this will certainly drive me out.
The current system works just fine. As homeowners I think we pay enough already.
Current home purchases already require an inspection of the system. Terrible idea to add a yearly fee.
I do not support new fees for my current septic system.
This is just another way the county government is bleeding us dry. And on top of that you guys can't
even manage the money you already have.
This proposal seems to be another way for local government to tax people who are already over taxed.
It also is clear to me that government should learn to manage the monies that it has and when it can't
live with in those means it should make cuts to the fat just like regular citizens. We are fed up with the
government inability to manage the peoples tax monies. We do not have bottomless pockets.
I already pay to maintain and keep my septic system in safe and working order. Another regultory fee is
ludicrous! I'll move out of Thurston County if it is enacted and will spread the word that the county is
over‐regulated.
Great presentations. Thanks for the handouts!
What is exactly is
...increase program efficiencies...?
...refine criteria used to identify areas...
...tier option...
No change needed
Please make sure to put the info ppt. presentation online so the public can access it.
Not wanting any of this. Just another TAX
Prefer No fees but remedial work is necessary in sensitive areas and no action in how density septic
locations. Tiered system would be fairest with consideration of those on low income that cannot afford
to pay for remedial work. Homeowner Inspection with operational & Maintenance reporting would help
as county has limited resources & funding. Certification classes (check)
$45.00 per year add to property taxes, but if homeowners are low income/elderly fees should be
reduced from $45.00
Not much to say, except this was a very professional meeting. Well done.

I prefer tiered because of high water tables, older tanks, high risk areas & distances from
waterways, & # of people in household all influence need for inspections or repairs. I think very older
tanks, high risk areas, tanks in high water tables should be on tiered system
Newer tanks & tanks in rural areas of lower water tables & further distances from waterways
should remain under current rates. I do not believe everyone needs inspection that often unless there
are larger families.
I live in a home with a septic system, do not own the home.
This hearing was just P.R. It was poorly advertised. I never received the newsletter "Talking Trash."
Only found out about this hearing by accident. They blamed pollution & alge blooms soley on septic
sytems. They did not mention fertilizer & farm run off, animal waste from horses, cattle, & industrial
pollution. They refused to allow the public to speak.
FAR TOO HIGH TAXATION/FEE AND NO REPRESENTION. WITH NO IMPROVEMENTS 2.4 MILLION PISSED
AWAY
The county should focus current resources on policing out of date pumping/inspections and set up $
penalty when out of date. I do not support more funding for this department. Despite your chart
showing cost‐comparisons before & after new fees, reality for many of us is: We don't plan to sell, so
our current cost is really $45 over 10 years vs. $440 under new plan. A 10x increase is not something we
want to see.
How can this be justified when less than 1% of septic systems fail, out of 53,000. Only 150‐200 repair
permits are issued.
I have several properties. One rental has this requirement (renewable operational certificate). I like not
having a 3 year permit. Paying fees on property tax is better than getting bills.
(name), President of the Summit Lake Comm Assoc. pls contact regarding a presentation @ our monthly
meeting. (e‐mail)
The county has allowed all the developments (housing) go in, now it’s affecting ground water. How is
that our problem? I didn’t want to lose all the farm lands to houses the county allowed it, not my
problem
Homeowners with modern, "better" systems pay huge fees for monitoring & operation, where older
systems on the water pay little but present the highest risk to water quality. Why is homeowner
expense based on system complexity and NOT risk?
Your not letting everyone no most everyone has heard about this throu word of mouth if you did better
at letting it be known you wouldn’t have a building big enough to hold the people
Your saying you see improvement in water quality in shellfish area why not keep doing whats going on
now instead of finding another way to more money out of us. We are already having trouble selling our
place’s because people heaer how bad Thurston County is about controlling and charging residence
people are starting to look outside of county to buy I have heard several times I don’t want to buy in
Thurston County They will screw me over

Why now…we have took care of our system all its life do not need your help if fee’s (tax) in goes up from
here!!!
She received a flyer on the Steamboat Island neighborhood watch. This is just another tax. Her septic is
not anywhere near the water and will not have an impact. She is not in support.
Attended the Septic Rate meeting. The meetings were not well advertised. He contacted his installer
who was not aware of these meetings. The problem is not as bad as it is being stated, and not bad
enough to charge everybody. He stated that only written comments were allowed at the meeting and
that questions were not answered, and was told to send questions in writing. Also, a levy needs to go to
the people for a vote.
Opposed to Septic tank tax
She received a flyer on the Steamboat Island neighborhood watch. This is just another tax. Her septic is
not anywhere near the water and will not have an impact. She is not in support.
We oppose the fee the county is trying to enforce for septic system owners in Thurston County. We do
not see the need for this and do not understand what you are going to do‐‐ for us‐‐ with this money.
Are you going to inspect our septic systems each year and make sure they are operating correctly? We
paid the county a fee to have our ground and perk holes inspected as part of a requirement
prior to building on our property.
We paid for a septic permit and also a large amount of money to an engineer to design a septic system
for us. Then we paid the county for another inspection fee when all was completed.
If‐‐‐‐our septic system is not working properly then the county or the engineer that designed this system
should be responsible for a system that is not correct.
What good is this $45 fee going to do? We say no to this fee.
We currently pay a fee every 3 years to have septic system inspected under the Henderson protection
plan. Our septic system is functional and we are responsible homeowners. Do not charge us more for a
system that works (Henderson project is enough). Leave it Alone!
We pump every 4 years and our pumper said no problem now or in future with regular service.
There is no “NEED” for this fee or any fee – if the septic does not work we fix it without county
assistance. So “NO” to any fee.
I live next to Lake Lois and we are willing to do our part.
No comments ‐ know I need to pump soon.

We need to act to protect ground and surface water now ‐ the pollution problems we have today will
not get better with a delay –
I live on Pattison Lake. We are in the only sewered portion, along Mullen Road. Blue‐green algae
blooms have greatly increased in last year. Our community Pattison Lake Townhomes favors increased
septic system controls.
Rating: 1‐not strong enough for the current plan
3 ‐ just right for the proposed plan
no fees ‐ no fees ‐ no fees
It appears the problem is septic system near rivers, lakes or the inlet. Other properties would rarely be a
public health problem and transfer of sale should address most of these issues.
We paid to have it engineered & installed, & we maintain it so why should we pay additional fees ‐ we
will not do so
Septic systems are very expensive to install and maintain. Most people end up paying for years if they
mortgage their home so they pay for years already!! If the system fails @ any point for any reason ‐ its
on us. Leave me alone. No more taxes!!
People that put in a septic system for their home pay a lot of money up front, and continue to pay to
keep that system operationally, they should not be required to pay more fees for people on a public
system. We just paid w/in the last year a new drainfield at a cost of $7,000.00. Land owners have to
come up with $ immediately when a part of their system fails.
We are building and our costs of putting in a septic system & maintaining the system over a 10 year
period are $18,105 or $150 month. This is if we pay upfront and do not add this to a
mortgage...interest...? This is equal if not more than sewer in a city and we are also responsible for any
repair fee's over the lifetime of a septic system.
Thurston County Permit fee 1440
Perc test
150
Septic Design
1000
System install
14,000 (can be more)
Pumping 3x
1800
Permits use 3x
315
Too much ‐ not needed ‐ Bad septic location should not be approved as building or home sites ‐ Just say
no!
Your facts & figures are off base! Seriously!

We don't need to give the State of Washington (county) more money to WASTE!
Do we need a septic plan in the county? Just another money grab!!
If they want to pay for my system, I will rent it.
Because
The state should stay out of it!!
None
Just more money for the county to throw away!!
There should be no fee. I wish to speak tonight.
Those that live in the areas with problems should pay for the necessary programs.
Instead of always resorting to the stick method of more fees/fines/and other punitive property right
restrictions, it be better to use the carrot method of offering meaningful financial incentives. If you
want to get homeowners to become educated about septic systems, failing septic systems, maintenance
& care, water pollution/contamination issues; offer them financial incentives (like reduction of property
taxes, waiver /elimination of fees) to encourage and reward voluntary participation.
For those who do their part to operate & maintain their septic systems property, there should be no
new additional fees. Said another way, those who properly maintain their systems should not be
penalized by sharing the cost of connecting those who do not. I do not consent to new additional fees.
Budget for this can be obtained from the CAFR No new taxes/fees are required.
This is not necessary
Less government You guys want another million probably to promote more government What works
now don't change
Those choosing (allowed by TC) to impact sensitive areas (MRA) should expect those fees and services to
keep sensitive areas protected. Systems approved, inspected on installation and currently transfer
inspections don't need to pay for those impacting MRA's.
‐ Failing systems should held accountable for repairs, not everyone else. See Gun Control Agenda, not
all gun owners are terrorists.
‐ Currently inspection and permitting on installation and fees when pumping at time of sale is enough.
‐ Stop allowing potable water from being drawn out of lakes used for recreation.

‐ Your presentation talked about algea blooms on lakes but did not provide a link to how septic systems
are responsible for these blooms.
As the new fees come into the county a strong educational priority in my opinion would be an updated
website, easier to navigate & find information. Hard to find now.
‐ I like the efficiencies that were considered in the plan (eg. tying fees to prop. taxes) to ensure county
employees are able to spend more of their time on program delivery.
‐ I agree that it is more fair to charge everyone with a septic system, not just those who are responsible
& pump/inspect systems.
‐ Key to the plan is to ensure that there is sufficient outreach to senior/disabled residents to ensure they
know about & can take advantage of the tax exemption program. Is there recourse for low‐income
individuals as well?
Stop taxing us.
This is a "cash cow" ‐ not reasonable. I do NOT consent!
TCHD Leadership & Crew:
My name is xxxxx. I live north of Lacey and have been a resident of Thurston County for most of my 38
years. I am very familiar with this area and consider myself native. I want the best for my county and its
residents.
I am concerned about the Health Department new proposal and the methods of its delivery.
I considered the proposal at the meeting in Rainier and have a lot of concerns. It puts me at unease that
this proposal vastly expands TC government powers and fees (budget money).
I feel that this drastic increase in fees is unnecessary while the expansion of powers is counter to the
"good‐will" of TCHD and its residents.
I support TCHD in its current mission of safety of TC residents but not in over‐reach of its ability to
control the well‐fair and peaceful living of homeowners etc.
I think that your inference of Henderson Inlet is only based on nearby residents of South Bay and is
wrong. I feel that you're not thinking of the City of Lacey and their pollution of Woodland Creek & Lake
Lois (via storm‐water & sewage pollution).
I would like to discuss more points with you at a later time. There is a lot of concerns I have and lot of
concerns from other Thurston Country residents have (like from the people of Rainier that made it to
the meeting).
Please be open to the public comments of TC residents, as these are the people you serve and who
pay your salary.
I do NOT agree or consent to any Septic fees being proposed for Unincorporated Thurston County. I
also disagree with Ms. Mountjoy‐Venning's comment at both 'open houses' that 'septic is yucky'. I'm
sure I would disagree with a child's book by that name .... This is not personal toward Ms. Mountjoy
...it's just that I I have a septic I treat like a 'best friend '. No we don't party or exchange cards , but

having educated myself about this system, I know it behooves me to participate in IT'S well being so I
have some respect and we 'take care' of each other.
There aren't many things Thurston County has left for people to be able to consider doing on their
rural properties without Thurston County engaging some kind of fee or another.... And if it's your staff's
CONSENSUS that Septic's are yucky...then good . Leave them alone for the people that need them and
use them and don't think they're yucky to know how to manage them WITHOUT the County's attempt to
increase the general fund or any other FUND or tax base.
Sandra, in your position although your staff seems to prefer to communicate on little 3x5 pieces of
scratch paper...perhaps you might have the courage to engage your constituents face to face with their
concerns. Let them tell you what they think of additional taxes on their property. Let them tell you what
they think about having to share the financial 'burden' of an increase in septic fee for people who live in
town , those who aren't allowed to have their own septics.
I'm still concerned for your bridges that need refurbishing (re coffee chat Oct 2015) and I'm hoping
that if you're going to take out grant $$$ in my name to pay back ...at least make it for the bridges ...not
our septics...
PS..I probably wouldn't agree to an increase for bridges either...
In courtesy for your attention,
xxxxx, Thurston County Rural Resident
I attended one of your informational presentations regarding the Thurston County On Site Sewage
Management Plan 2014 Update. While I agree that we should continue to work to improve water
quality, I do not agree that increasing the tax burden on every property owner in the County is the best
way to do that. Particularly at this time when the economic situation for so many is difficult. Based upon
the options presented, I recommend keeping the existing fee structure in place and not increasing in any
way the tax burdens on property owners. Please make sure this comment is made part of your public
record on this issue.
Bud, I enjoyed your presentation at Kiwanis last Monday. Sorry you got away before I could speak to
you about this matter.
I may not fully understand this thing about septic fees. From what I do know it is a reasonable, long‐
term plan showing foresight and responsibility. My understanding is that the County is the leader on it.
I do not oppose it on principle. But Bud, it could not come at a worse time.
As you know, Tumwater will annex a significant portion of the Urban Growth land on January 1st. I
am the liaison person for the Bush Prairie portion of this annexation. I have worked closely with
Tumwater officials and we have all endeavored to make this a smooth transition. The largest concern
of my neighbors in Bush Prairie has been whether or not they will have to connect up to a sewer system
at considerable expense or otherwise modify our Septic systems. Tumwater has been vocal in assuring
us that we will not and I have spread this message to reassure people. Now, with three weeks to go
before the annexation takes place, this darn thing on septic fees and modifications comes out. I know
this is a long‐term thing that is not directly connected to the annexation. But to the average Bush Prairie
resident who has been worried about this (And probably any other areas facing annexation who have

septic systems) it looks like they have been misled by local government and the worst they feared is
coming. Any mention of Septic systems and funding thereof causes their fears and concerns to rise.
Can’t we postpone talk and discussions of this matter for a while? Let’s let the annexation dust
settle for a few months. And any mention of septic systems should emphasize that this is a long‐term
plan unrelated to the annexation. Anything you could do would be appreciated.
From voicemail: Attended the meeting last night. Is in favor of clean water, but it is a matter of how.
This proposal does not concentrate efforts in an area that matters. How it is being billed is unfair. She
lives in the prairie and knows how to maintain her septic system. This proposal puts the onus on others
to subsidize expensive properties that get the benefit of higher property values. She is not in favor.
I may not be able to attend the Sewage System public meeting this Wednesday, this email note is to
inform you that I oppose any yearly Sewage System Fee for home owners. I along with every other
septic system owner/maintainer have paid engineering cost, permitting fees, installation and
maintenance for our septic systems. If they should fail, it will be at my own cost to have it repaired,
etc. There is no way a yearly fee paid to the county will help maintain and/or repair my septic
system.. If this fee should be implemented, it should only be based on a majority vote by the people.
Again we strongly oppose this proposed yearly septic system fee…
I think 53,000 septic owners should put in $45 towards an attorney.
I don’t want you on my land!! Keep government out of our personal business! I’m capable of taking
care of my land & anything to do with it. Big Government Big Brother
All my neighbors and I take good care of our land and our septics. You do not need to be concerned
about them.
No fees please
I already pay fee in my property taxes & certification fee. Another fee, too much.
This is nothing but another move by the county to grow the bureaucracy, expand their control over the
tax paying residents, and extract even more unjustified money from the people. The fees charged
initially and those tacked on the periodic tank pumping should suffice. You were elected to MANAGE
taxpayer funds, not grow your political empires.
Is this just another scheme to get in the citizens pockets to feed the bloated county government?
The mandatory inspection system has worked well thus far. It has helped homeowners to understand
the importance of maintaining a healthy septic system, and to identify a system that is in need of repair.
The rural homeowners have become valuable partners and advocates, with the county to protect
groundwater. If you add a fee you will turn these advocates into your opponents! Rural homeowners

have not only become aware of what they must do to protect groundwater and stop pollution, but to
also be aware of the impact that their septic system has on the immediate environment around that
system, as well as the impact on the entire Puget Sound. Rural homeowners have thus far complied with
the counties inspection requirements, and I know I am not alone with the thought about the negative
impact on rural land owners with the county requiring ANY additional fees on those rural land owners.
Additional fees will cause, major resentment, and for many a real hardship. I personally, am on a fixed
income, and I can not afford to pay out more money. If there must be a fee, the fee should not target
strictly rural homeowners. In my opinion, rural homeowners already understand their personal impacts
on groundwater pollution much better than their city dwelling counterparts. Therefore, if there must be
a fee for groundwater pollution control it should encompass the entire County population. Any
additional fees brought forth by the County should be required to go through the County voting process,
and be brought forward as a property tax, if it passes voter approval.
I am completely opposed to the imposition of fees on septic systems that have already been approved
and are in place. The assumptions behind issues of water quality and the ever increasing intrusion by
self appointed bureaucrats with county agencies (non elected officials) is worse than that which elected
officials have.
We paid to have the system installed, we maintain the system. We shouldn't have to pay a fee for
something that belongs to us, that is on our property, and that we pay for to have cleaned out. What is
this county coming to that the government is trying to take over all our rights, and tell us what we can
and can't do with our personal property. If someone wants to charge a fee, then they should take over
the responsibility of paying for the system and upkeep. Not just start charging a fee for something they
have absolutely nothing to do with.
Quit looking for ways to tax the general populace to provide entitlements to those who should pay the
fees for their own problems. I paid for my system, I do a good job of maintaining my system and I'll pay
to repair any problem that arises. It should not be different for anyone else.
Charging everyone a flat fee yearly does not seem to benefit the taxpayers. What services are provided
for this fee? All this seems to do is further tax residents and provide up to $2,000,000 in revenue to
Thurston County. I can't believe any County official that wants to be reelected would support something
like this or that any citizens would advise it's implementation. I am strongly opposed to this proposal!
In our area, there are no needs for septic system inspection. The vast majority of systems are working as
designed. As long as system owners maintain their systems, no additional inspections will be necessary.
I wish I had never bought in Thurston county.
I believe this is a terrible idea, and does not serve the taxpayers at all.

I really can't afford one more 'fee', 'tax', 'bill'; everything else is going up as it is. I am not 'low income'
nor am I a senior citizen. I paid all the required permit fees at the time my home was built and the
system was installed. if I wanted to be charged a 'sewer' fee, I would have built in town.
I appreciate and fully support the water quality/pollution improvement in these areas. This should be an
endeavor borne by all taxpayers and a top priority by the state. However, I must disagree that this
approach is value added given the costs as outlined and the very small number of systems found failing
or in need of repair from the process. It is a new and extraordinarily expensive approach when an
existing process of pumper reports, or alternative system specific operational permits, can often identify
many of the issues that are problematic and at a significantly lower cost. In addition, the
city/county/state should first remedy its own pollution causing practices that result in far more pollution
entering our bays. Deferred maintenance of the public drainage system has become a direct costs and
burden to the owners that are impacted. As an example, on the east side of Budd Inlet, there are
numerous 12 inch or larger pipes that re‐direct runoff from roadways and swales and re‐route the flows
through pipes running through private property and into the bay. Many millions of gallons of untreated
water from primarily residential, farm and roadway areas flow untreated. This volume doesn't include ‐
LOTT or the Deschutes River. Just take a look at the Moxlie Creek pipe daylight south Swantown if you
want to see the water volumes that are possible. A residential drop within a global ocean. My septic
system pushes through 300‐500 gallons per day. Any impact of all the septic systems in aggregate in
these areas is miniscule to the larger issue of antiquated and inadequate drainage systems that do not
come close to those required by current best practices. This path would be quick, and have immediate
and direct impact to the cleanliness of Budd Inlet specifically. Any pollution by the public at large should
be the first step to any plan as the current recommendation misallocate cost, burdens and regulatory
headaches to just those homeowners in these areas with septic systems. The concern and ultimate
result I share with these plans. The approach and expense, I do not. Appreciate the opportunity.
I don't want to pay any more fees to have a septic tank. I already think that the 3‐year inspection
program and license fee is too much. There are no problems with septic systems in Thurston County that
I'm aware of, and this is totally unnecessary.
Why change what works? No where is it stated that the current program needs additional funding. Do
not fix it if it is not broke just on certain persons vested interests or desires. This seems to be just more
penalties for living in the country instead of in town and being subject to sewer and water charges.
county government, please get off this case. the current free policy works just fine. the flat rate that you
are imposed right now is ridiculous and will not change the current operations of private septic systems.
you just want more money. that's all.We should add sewer lines if the county is interested in reducing
the waste.
Fees need lowered.

I am opposed to any new or added fees. I already have to get my system pumped every 3 years, which is
ridiculous.
When will Thurston County stop giving rural property owners the shaft?
You're looking for other ways to make more money. Too bad. Use the money you have more efficiently.
Every person has to live within their budget, so do you!

I'm hoping that if the recommendations are implemented, the county will eliminate the fees charged
when an operational permit is not renewed on time. I'm a real estate professional & would say that
every single bank owned property I've sold that is on septic has an expired operating permit (if people
are losing their home they seldom can afford to renew). But then the buyer is penalized by having to pay
fees to reinstate the operational permit, even though they were not the party who let it lapse (&
frequently have already had to pay for pumping & repairs). If the renewal fees are continued, I'd like to
see a waiver for cases like I've described.
I think having to dig up the septic tank to check it every 3 years is too often. (No, we cannot use risers as
it would be very unsightly right by our front door!!!) Before the plan was implemented we were here for
about 15 years. When we checked it the first time, it was not even close to needing pumping, and that
was with 3 people here. Now, there are 2, so it makes no sense. If we do everything ourselves and
submit information electronically, we should not have to pay you a fee. You created this monitoring
burden and I don't think it is right to pass your costs along to the end user, especially so frequently. $45
is way too much. The frequency for that fee was not clear. I think your plan needs to establish some
criteria that would excuse people like us from a 3 year cycle and push that out, for example, to every 5
years. There are others like us: less than 3 washer loads of clothing a week, barely use the garbage
disposal, run the dishwasher 1‐2 times weekly, are away from home at least 4 weeks a year, don't flush
tampons or other non‐tissue items, don't take baths or showers every single day, rarely have company.
And, we used to be gone all day 5 days a week. (We are retired now.) Complex septic systems maybe
should have a higher fee if they are complicated and need someone from the HD to examine it.
Who's pocket will the monies collected go to.
I would recommend focusing on identifying and working with homeowners with failing systems vs. just
blanketing everyone else with the burden. Put your existing data in a system that you can use to analyze
the information you have. You should be able to identify all systems that haven't been pumped in a
given period of time. Focus on reaching out to those specific people as they are probably the ones with
potential problems.
Proposed fee system costs too much. Where is the justification for raising that much money? I am
already being charged for the value of my septic system through property taxes, each year. The current

training and individual inspection that we have now works fine, in my opinion. What are we gaining
except "data"?
Due to a catastrophic septic failure we spent oiver $30,000 to replace it. During that time we spent a
considerable amount of money in fees to the county. Why should I pay more money per year to inspect
a newer system? Perhaps a credit equal to 8 years should be offered to homeowners who have already
paid the county for the inspection process. To me, that would be fair and considerate.
flat rate will not improve your imposed plan. do not charge us more for none that you will be doing.
I have been responsible to caring for my septic system for 20 years and all is well. Further government
intervention is unnecessary.
Thurston County one more time wanting to micro manage everything that a private land/home owner
can do with their ownership. From high tax base, to high cost septic requirements, to unreasonable
water setback shore line distance, to the so called pocket gopher crisis. This county and the state Gov. in
general seems to have a higher priority on the earth and varmints than the average citizens abbility to
financially survive and live. People should come first.
70 k septics at $44/yr is over $3M dollars... For what? Spam mail education that no one reads and
discards? If I was used to ACTUALLY assist or subsidize people in repairing unknown polluting septics, so
be it, but it doesn't sound like it will be. All it will do is cause a financial burden for the people that are
facing a $20k repair bill when their septic is no longer functioning.
Did you know that our district has to rely on volunteer firefighters and EMTs for evenings/weekends and
holidays? When the county rams fees like this down our throats w/out putting it to a vote, you are
putting our schools and public safety at risk. Remember that when your child or loved one is turning
blue in the middle of the night and you call 911. The current septic program for Henderson Inlet puts a
fee on thousands of households to locate tens of failing systems. This should have been a program with
a sunset clause, not a new giant government entity with a blank check to grow.
This is the most ridiculous thing I've seen in a long time. The fees, the pumping schedule, self
certification. The amount of money to be made from this fee is over the top. I don't need any more junk
mail from the county. The stuff that comes to my house now goes straight to the recycling. It's a waste
of resources and lazy way out.
The proposed plan is clear overreach of government. I paid for and maintain my septic system. If you
wanted to charge me for it, you should have paid for it to begin with. I do not in any way, shape, or form
support this proposal! You are making it impossible for people to own or afford to own a home
anymore.

The 45.00 charge will continue to grow each year. As the government grows it will need more money
and this is just an easy way to collect more without having to ask the people.
I am tired of the county trying to levy more taxes from me in the form of fees. You can call them what
you want, we are not stupid. If we saw the money being spent in a wise manner it would not be a
problem, but we don't.
When septic systems are maintained and operating properly there should not be any issue with leakage
into the ground water‐‐contamination in any shape, manner, or form. Fluids from the drain field either
evaporate into the air, or similarly leave the system through evapotranspiration via the vegetation
growing above the system. Thus whether or not one lives in the Chehalis drainage basin or the Puget
Sound drainage basin should not be a factor. Assist those that need to bring septic systems up to
"standards" and don't regulate/charge others when there is no need.
I question why I learned about these proposed changes on the back page of "Talkin' Trash & More" and
not in a first class letter to me. I am a septic system owner who will be directly impacted by these
changes so I think our leadership should make a good effort to inform me about this. I do not consider
the back page of a news letter that is frequently considered junk mail a good effort. Maybe it is because
this proposal is as unreasonable as some of the things I have heard about the existing septic system
regulations and other things our government does to us.
I do not feel that people who are keeping their systems running correctly should have to subsidize
people who are NOT doing things correctly and/or have a failing system. Each property owner should be
responsible for his/her own repairs and maintenance. I do not mind contributing toward a system to
monitor beachfront properties and enforce compliance so that raw sewage is not seeping into our
common waterways.
There should be no annual fee for septic "education." People who do not follow the recommended
septic maintenance guidance from the county should be fined instead. I am opposed to any fee by the
county and I do not understand why the county feels it needs to double its budget in this area.
As an owner in the Nisqually MRA it is totally unfair that owners in the MRAs bear the burden for the
septic program. The tax should be shared by everyone. The change in funding of the program should
NOT be an opportunity to increase the overall charges to homeowners. It seems the $45 is still to high.
Everybody should be good stewards of our environment; however, this county has gone way overboard.
I pay for the septic pumping, the septic inspection, and then I have to pay the county $110 for a piece of
paper that says I'm good to go for another 3 years. My request to Thurston County is to stop charging
ridiculously high fees for virtually nothing, stop taking away my ability to use my private property in
usual and customary ways, stop imposing rules and regulations without asking the people and vetting
out the bad ideas (i.e. plastic bag ban, onerous and overreaching critical areas ordinance). Remember,

the government is supposed to serve the people, not the other way around. Hopefully, the 2016
elections will clean up some of this politically biased and ideologically extreme mess.
I'm all for clean water but fail to see how this would help. It seems more like a way to collect a whole lot
of money and create/expand another county department. Not every septic owner is equal. I am one
person living on 6 acres. Every time I have had my tank pumped (between 6‐10 years) and inspected I
have been told it is a well working system and there is no reason for more frequent pumping. I do not
favor this plan.
This needs to be better distributed and communicated to all those that will be affected. What oversight
and accountability will be in place to assure the fees accumulated and spent are achieving the aims set
out and communicated to the stakeholders? What controls are in place to assure this is not another
revenue stream for government with no public buy‐in and skirting around current tax implementation
rules. What other services could be better served with this revenue stream ‐ full‐time fire departments,
enhanced police/sheriff patrols, better enforcement of land use regulations. etc.?
Why was a notice of this not mailed to all of the houses impacted by it? And by mailed I mean in a real
county envelope, not something that looks like junk mail. There should have been an open meeting at
the courthouse too.
I feel this re inventing the wheel idea is not needed, fees for new, replaced, or major repaired systems
and having us pay for pumping and rectification every 3yrs is fair enough to cover this idea. the new fees
would put more of a burden on those of us on a fixed income, I.E. retired and disabled. but i do agree
about different fees, living within 50‐75yds near a water shed or fresh water lakes should have different
fees, for all of the above examples.
This landowner is vehemently opposed to you accessing my wallet involuntarily for any reason. Convince
me that my system is not working properly and I will fix it (at my expense). Take my money to prevent a
problem I am not causing? Like hell you will.
Additional fees for septic systems should not be assessed. We are already paying exorbitant amounts for
property taxes. With a fixed retirement income, additional fees will create increased stress on an
already tight budget. My septic system is very well cared for and maintained. There is no reason to
subject it to more frequent pumpings than it now receives.
We don't care if you are eliminating occasional fees to a few individuals ‐‐ we see this as amounting to a
new tax for almost everyone, for more bureaucracy!!
Perhaps mandating a required septic inspection say every three to four years would be a better idea and
safer for our environment. The plan fee accomplishes nothing for protecting our lands and water
supplies.

We cannot afford to have our water sources compromised. Whatever it takes to make sure it is kept
clean and pure is our only option.
I have lived in this location for 28 years and served on the Eld Inlet Watershed Council in the '90's. I am
very happy to see the progress being made to locate problems, enforce regular servicing of septic
systems, etc. Seems to me that clean drinking water and a clean Puget Sound are critical issues for all.
These fees seem small and fair considering the enormity of the task.
This is too unreasonable and over regulation. We just built a new house and moved in to the county this
year and had to pay all the fees for everything and all the tests. Now you want to add additional annual
fees on top of that is not realistic and to burdensome on residents with no tangible benefit to anyone.
This it an obvious tact to raise money for something else that will have no benefit to those that are
paying the taxes.
Don't force responsible homeowners to pay unnecessary fees. Paying 45.00 per year will not improve
my septic system one bit. I utilize the county's informational material to properly maintain my system in
good working order. I do not need to pay a county babysitter to micromanage my system. I also have a
septic system in Lewis county and they don't find it necessary to charge fees in order to comply with
State law. Thurston County seems to have an attitude that the only way to solve problems is to charge
fees. By the way, a previous assessor back in the late 80's(I believe her first name was Ann) decided to
add the value of a septic system to our property assessments so therefore I'm already paying taxes for
my septic system. I'm also against paying fees to subsidize those homeowners who choose to live in
expensive homes on or near marine waters or sensitive areas. You did not give any information about
the backgrounds and residential locations of those individuals on the so‐called citizen's advisory
committee. This is necessary in order to determine if their recommendations were biased in any way.
There is no reason why you can't use the current fee system to comply with state law, just as other
counties are doing. Leave the middle class alone!!!
I supported the septic system management plan for the Henderson Inlet watershed when it was
proposed, and I'm very happy with it. Checking a septic tank isn't fun, and it helps me to have reminders
as well as knowing that I will have to pay if I am not a responsible home owner. I hope that the proposed
plan is implemented.
Seriously pump and inspect every 3 yrs??? Maybe for identified high risk areas/systems prone to failure.
If this new charge fee is enforced I will demand an account of every dollar collected and where it's going.
I will not allow the county to use septic systems as a tool to fund any other programs. There must be a
detailed report of what the funds are intended to be used for and why those actions are needed.
It seems that the County has identified failing domestic septic systems as the primary source of pollution
in Puget Sound. IF that is the case, it seems that it would be more efficient to expand or more fully
utilize the tools already in place to identify failing systems, which I suspect are a very small proportion of

the whole. Septic tank inspections are already required and reports are filed. It may be true that more
revenue is necessary to staff up to adequately review the reports. Education efforts are a total waste of
time, staff, and money and will only educate the educated. Those causing the problem will remain in the
dark because their eyes are closed. I seriously doubt that it is necessary to assess an annual "permit"
which is a focused tax that generates millions of dollars and allows the County to create a massive
bureaucracy to accomplish something that actually requires much less.
The description in the notice speaks of being fair to low income citizens. This needs to be fair to all,
including those of us who put time, money and energy into septic designs, inspections and functionality
and who have fully functioning systems. Fees are not an option
I see no benefit to hiring more people to shuffle around more paperwork. This seems a lot like another
government money grab.
There are obvious water quality management issues uncovered during the recent grant supported
expenses along the Jenni St well, but the cost to remediate should not come without a more well
defined plan to improve the whole water quality system. It is unacceptable to participate in additional
screening when current county water projects cannot guarantee safe drinking water for residents due to
consistently high coliform counts. There needs to be more explanation of the outcomes and
accountability of proposed testing.
We have done everything we have been asked to do. We took the class to inspect our system. We get it
pumped when we need to. If repairs are needed, we get it done. We live in the Henderson Watershed
and don't feel it is fair to charge us more just because we live here rather than somewhere else in the
county.
So tired of having to pay just to live. I'm aware of options that I can implement to fully control and take
care of sewage waste without septic or sewer that is safer and cleaner than either, but of course it's
illegal because you can't charge people for it. Keep out of our wallets! You already take too much.
We are not in favor of this plan of charging everyone.
We see no reason to subsidize the people that are selling their home or the people that built homes in
sensitive areas. We built our home 50 years ago with a gravity system and have had it pumped a few
times, every time the pumpers have said the system was working fine and didn’t really need pumped.
It’s not fair to charge people in areas that perk well for the people that live in view and sensitive areas or
slide areas they chose the area and knew the added requirements and expense of building or buying
where they did.
This is a bad plan and not fair.
Also, why not just put a reminder for tank maintenance in the envelope with the property tax statement
that should cost about 1 cent.
In Reply to the proposed septic fees in Thurston County:

Any septic fee from this county is unacceptable, in any way. There are other ways to handle this issue.
I worked to help design, and fund, and build, and inspect, a functioning septic system, on my own. It
still functions.
I already have to pay for any service on my septic, and I object to a fee on top of that.
In addition, property taxes in this county are already too high and should not be increased.
Nor do I see the need for a permit (and another charge); I know what to look for and who to contact
if the need arises.
My understanding is that pumping every 3 years is also a potential requirement, and another cost
that is unnecessary.
Failing septic systems are individual responsibilities, so stated in the Plan Update. This is not a
taxpayer issue, nor should it be.
Per your FAQ: "Nearly 53,000 septic systems are in Thurston County (may be closer to 70,000).
Currently less than a third (about 28%) of the septic systems require a renewable operational certificate
– one method used to ensure systems are functioning properly. Only about one‐fourth (22%) of the
other septic systems in the county have current documented inspections".
I see information on septic systems, but no quantitative or qualifying information on numbers on
failing septic systems; what exactly is failing, where and why. In my initial research, it looks like @ 5%.
There is no evidence that septic systems are a widespread problem. In fact, the most recent
watershed study I see shows that groundwater quality, particularly in south Thurston County, is very
good.
This is an irresponsible proposal on the part of Thurston County, and should be permanently closed
and other solutions investigated. The only answer is no fee.
Where would we find information on the damage from septic systems to bring all this on? Thanks
A tiered system is the most economically sound system, however, Thurston County should seek
additional funding to expand the city sewer system to include all of Thurston County. The expansion of
development requires a more advanced waste disposal system than what is currently in place.
Put in a new septic, we are on a lake. Design costs $700, Permit fees to county $900, plus the
installation costs. $300/year for a septic professional to inspect it 2 times a year + $40 per report that
he is required to submit each time, $125/year fees to county for certificate. Feels unfair to have to pay
the county for tracking work already being done by septic professionals.
You have been very helpful to me regarding the algae blooms on Pattison Lake. In order to plan
for the future, The Pattison Lake townhomes Lake Management Committee submits to you our
following questions and requests for your consideration and response. This document is based
on our experiencing increasing toxic blue‐green algae blooms in our community recreational
area on the lake; and our attendance at the recent public presentation by the Public Health and
Social Services Department, Environmental Health Division, in the town of Rainier.
1. Can I take down the sign: "Warning, Toxic Algae is Present"? I asked the County for the sign,

and placed it based on my understanding of the toxic algae bloom advisory of the County. There
is no evidence of toxic algae at the present; no one from our community is actively using the
lake; and the sign likely affects the marketability of properties which are currently for sale.
The County is considering a three‐tiered approach to setting a fee for all septic owners in the
county.
There are three levels:

$22/year for septic systems in the Chehalis watershed:

$44/year for septic systems in the Puget Sound Basin but not in a special
area (Deschutes, Totten, and southern Nisqually watersheds); and

$66/year for septic systems in a Marine Recovery Area, or other special, currently
Henderson and Nisqually Shellfish Protection Districts. The current recommendations
include refining the criteria used to identify Sensitive Marine Recovery Areas, which, in
order to protect public health, require more intensive septic system monitoring and
maintenance. This refinement, results in a recommendation to designate Eld Inlet as a
Marine Recovery Area, and Summit Lake as a Sensitive Area. The recommendation
further calls for evaluation of Totten Inlet and the Deschutes/Budd Inlet Watershed.
2. Based on these recommendations, which of the three tiers covers the septic system owners
around Pattison Lake?
We urge the Board of Health to include the Lakes (Hicks, Pattison, and Long Lakes) as a Sensitive
Area in the Henderson Inlet Watershed. Our request is based on the considerable evidence of
increasing blue‐green algae blooms in these lakes. Summit Lake, for example, which is proposed
as a Sensitive Area, is also experiencing increasing blue‐green algae blooms.
The original designation of the special areas was limited to an assessment of the effect of fecal
coliform on shellfish in Puget Sound. It was based on the concentration of fecal coliform
contributed by septic tanks. It was at that time determined the lakes were not likely
contributors to this effect. However, we believe strongly the current toxic algae blooms should
be considered at least as damaging to the public health as fecal coliform is to shellfish. These
blooms are so toxic that they prohibit human or animal contact with the lake. This phenomenon
also undoubtedly affects the marketability and value of our properties.
Phosphorous has been determined to be the primary nutrient linked to the occurrence of blue‐
green algae.
3. Will the County do random sampling to determine the degree to which septic systems
contribute phosphorous to the lakes?
4. Would the County consider the adoption of regulations prohibiting the use of phosphorous in
detergents used by septic systems which drain into the lakes?

5. If the lake owners were to form a Lake Management District, or some comparable entity,
could they impose such a prohibition on, for example, detergents with phosphorous, on its
members?
6. Could the owners form a Local Improvement District, charged with establishing an operation
and maintenance program, equivalent to that applied to the northern part of the Henderson
Inlet Watershed?
The fees should be collected at time of sale, not on the backs of long time home owners!!
The Advisory Committee should have more citizen “stakeholders” equal number to the other
stakeholders.
How do you sleep at night when you know you are hurting us to increase your budget?
Please tell us about the OPTION to not pay?
Why should we believe this is anything more than another money grab & an excuse to increase land
taxes? The damaged septic tanks could all be found & fixed with a one time charge. Do you think we are
stupid enough to believe this $2.3 M a year is necessary to locate & keep systems running properly? The
pollution of the Sound is not caused by the bulk of the septic systems owners, it is caused by old
dilapidated systems along the waterways and Olympia sewer system – LOTT, and it is not the
responsibility of every septic owner in the county to fix. We’re not the problem, why must we pay for
the others, taxes are already too high & I personally had to sell my own house years ago because I was
unable to cover yearly taxes.
I have not been persuaded that there is a problem with rural septic systems. If shoreland properties are
posing threats to the watershed – why not focus on them rather than propose this global initiative? This
plan feels like it is looking for a reason to be. Please weigh in.
Is it Thurston County intent to force a contract? Because that what it appears like.
While specific intent can’t be presumed but it can be inferred as a logical probability from all facts and
circumstances. Stave v Wilson
And a trier of fact may infer that a defender intents the natural and probable consequence of his or
her act. State v Caligurv
The yearly fee will bring in lots of money. This sounds like a money grab.
Those of us who live in an area outside the targeted area should not pay for those who do.
I don’t want to pay a fee for updating the educational program!

Fees should be collected when properties are transferred, not paid by homeowners.
Can we prurpose an alternative tiered structure with more funding with transfer of properties?
If we not in the sensitive areas pay our fees how will that help the Henderson, Nisqually pollution?
Don’t reduce Henderson, Nisqually fees except for financial difficulty. Being 65 or disabled has 0 to do
with ability to pay fees. Income does!
Current system of time of sale that repair is done appear adequate. At the time of sale an owner has
the money to repair. I’m for time of transfer & repairs then.
I regularly pump my system add good bacteria & am not near watersheds. I’d say the only septics that
need this intense monitoring are ones near lakes & rivers. None other are needed.
I have a problem with the proposal whereby septic system deficiency has to be corrected as part of the
Time of Transfer process. Most buyers correct the problem eventually. However, insisting that it would
be done prior to the sale will stop many sales. Many sellers are selling their home on a short sale and do
not have the money to do the repair. The current system which notes the deficiency but still allows the
sale should be maintained. At the very least, the new buyer could be given a year or so from the time of
sale to get the issue corrected.
I maintain my system above and beyond the required maintenance & have my septic pumped regularly.
A flat rate seems fair, it will also serve as a reminder to maintain the septic system.
Not interested in any more fees (tax) Put where it should go …Sheriffs Dept!!!

Comments under the question: The charge structure that seems most fair to me is:
 Systems that have been in use for decades will get necessary repairs & maintenance by home
owners as necessary. With all the information necessary online and Environmental Health to help
us, let us do it ourselves.
 None. It is my property and not a public system.
 None at all.
 To much
 No fees would be even better
 None
 Too expensive
 Only fees on sale and transfer, not ongoing
 None, the County is looking for a way to pay staff to control your life.
 None
 Once the system is paid for, I disagree that additional fees should be charged.
 No annual fee
 It is not clear from the plan that the flat fee would replace or be in addition to the current property
tax district fee shown as SHELLFISH PROTECTION HENDERSON on my property tax report?
 We pay to install and maintain our systems, no county intervention is necessary.
 We live in a two adult household, my neighbor is a single adult household with no children. Both
households are quite careful about use and maintenance of our septic system. Based on our recent
3 year survey, we should each be good for at least one (3 years) or two (6 years) more cycles before
pumping would be needed based on sludge/silt accumulation. With a $66/year fee, doing it under
existing plan would cost less than half of the county fee based system. The certificate inspections
just started, what causes a jump to a new system that is significantly more expensive for
homeowners?
 What about fees for dairy farms and other agriculture waste.
 No Charge for septic
 There should be no charge because your whole plan is ridiculous!
 For those responsible homeowners who for years have been responsible for their systems, no fee at
all should be charged
 Charge per # residents in house & INCOME LEVEL
 None of the above.
 None
 I don't think I should have to pay for the SSM Plan. We already pay too much in taxes and fees. An
additional fee would be burdensome for many families.
 We do not need more oversight, fees, or burden. The water quality has greatly improved (oyster
farms in Henderson Inlet, etc.)
 None
 None of the above. We shouldn't be charged on top of having regular pumping and maintenance.
We take care of our septic tank.
 none‐ unless county cleans out our septic (the people who come up with this)
 You should only have to pay a fee if you don't comply with having your system inspected. It's unfair
for septic owner to pay the county fee and to have to pay to have their system inspected. You
should be fined for negligence not for having a septic system.
 None unless a new system is installed or old system replaced

































The current fees for O&M and time of transfer is enough. The homeowner already does not get
anthing in return for these fees.
Either fee is too much if you also do not offer low cost financing to ALL property owners to make the
necessary upgrades. Collecting the fees solves your problem at the county level but does nothing
for the property owner. It is half of the solution. Again as a governmental agency you only look
after your own self‐interest. "We got outs, so stick to the public."
County mandated compliance, County pays all fees. We pay over $4000 a year in property taxes on a
small house on 5 acres on a fixed income.
NO FEES
No county fee
No charge!
None. I bought this place, pay Taxes on My land every year, shouldn't have to pay another fee. I am
required to have it drained and checked, I'm already responsible for the upkeep, an additional fee
isn't required.
None! We payed to put it in. Pay to maintain it! This is just another way for Thurston county to earn
more of our money!
No new fees, find the money in existing revenue.
I feel this really s not necessary and do not see the need for this program at all. Maybe if you have
high risk areas that you need to keep an eye on then come up with a plan for that but in 35 years of
owning 4 different properties, we have never had an issue with a septic system.
No fee. No new taxes!!
The renewable operating certificate should be free to residents of Thurston County. Mine is $150
None at all
no fee
This is similar to the county inspection fee when you sell your home, about $250 and no inspected
anything just more money to the county for nothing.
no fee unless a problem is found
no fee
We pay for the permit... I do not want to pay more. It is why I moved out of the city limits. My house
is gated for a reason.
should be user only
No fee system or at the very least grandfathering of existing systems
none.
No fee at all. More money grabbing by the county with no benefit.
Stop making us pay rent on our septics! The only charge should be included in the purchase
price..nothing else!
None
You're not going to do anything other than collect money so just stay out of it you've already
approved my septic system and I don't need your interference it functions fine
current fee. no annual fee. permitting fees charged
none pay for use of service that are asked for not to monitor for problems that don't exist or ask me
to fund the protect the sound when I don't contribute to the problem
The current system where I pay to dump, pay to install, and pay additional property taxes for having
a septic on my land.
NONE
No fee at all





































None
Any system to require monitoring. Thanks!
None
Good as is
We already pay pumper to inspect That I’m already paying for
No charge
No fee!
None
Fees are not necessary septic systems are the responsability of the individual home owners
Pay based on risk
Leave it as is!
Not reasonable
No fees
None
There should not be any additional fee's for septic systems! We already pay a lot of money to install
and maintain septic systems. Installation cost thousands! We already pay for power to run the
pump systems. Stop stealing our hard‐earned dollars!
Why should I want to pay a fee to the county on a system that I paid to engineer, build & maintain
no fees
less
None of the above
No and Hell No!
None
No fee system Less government
None
None
None
None
No Fee
Nothing at all
Focus on old systems and those in problem areas, transfers, etc. Don't assess fees across the board.
No fee we have to pay enough to pump and maintain our septic
We work hard for our properties And Thurston continues to increase taxes, find ways of controlling
our properties and they call this a fee. This is a tax. stop the madness. Get better at running the
county. Too much waste, unmotivated employees and too many other problems in our county.
No fee system.
Fees for services provided only
None
NO FEE SYSTEM. Homeowners have been required to obtain designs, permits and inspections to
install septic systems since ??? In addition, homeowners are now required to pay a large fee to the
local school district for any new system. When a home with a septic system is sold there is a
requirement to drain and inspect the system and any necessary repairs made before the sale can
close. Enough!! Where failing systems are perceived to be a problem the county should investigate
those suspect systems using the fees already paid by homeowners. If a septic system is found to be
defective the homeowner who owns the system needs to correct the problem using their own funds
or, if the county feels so benevolent, funds from the fees collected from other homeowners who've






























already paid for their systems. What else have those funds been used for? What you are proposing
is a tax for a problem that is either non‐existent or very minor in scope. And it can be said that
Thurston County Health Department has been instrumental in creating this issue by allowing mound
systems ‐ WHICH ARE GUARANTEED TO FAIL ‐ to be constructed. If there are sensitive areas where
septic systems cause environmental issues then Thurston County should lead the way to construct a
sewer system and charge the homeowners in that area for it, not those who derive no benefit from
the system. NO NEW FEES.
No fees
No fees, we paid for the system we maintain it
I can not support any fee system. I support the current inspection system. Our counties septic
systems are already being maintained through the mandatory inspection process. Which I belive is
working well.
NO NEW FEES for existing systems
No charge you need to keep your hand out of taxpayers pocket
No additional fee/tax.
No fee system. This is the first place I've lived that charged me for having a septic tank.
No fees
why should we pay you, the county government, the fees. Will you pay for our maintenance and
vacuum fees? this is another unfair taxation.
By lot.
I don't need the county to provide "equitable" services to me, and I don't want to pay an annual fee
for services I either don't want or don't need. My septic system is properly maintained. The current
funding system based on usage fees should be maintained. What is FAIR and EQUITABLE is for those
who are using county services to pay for what they use, not do distribute costs among everyone.
You're looking for other ways to make more money. Too bad. Use the money you have more
efficiently. Every person has to live within their budget, so do you!
I don't like to pay over and over for my private septic system when I do not use city/county sewer
lines. I am paying for your staff to push paper. Your plan has allowed the tank pumpers to increase
rates substantially because they can and we have to use them, thus we are hit twice by this policy.
where will the monies collected be used????
exemption for new systems installed within the past eight years
No fee. Spam junk mail education will not help anyone except the postal service.
None‐ this is annual property tax increase disguised as a permit. It SHOULD be put to the voters.
None. It's ridiculous.
I am appalled at the current fees I end up having to pay per year for my operational certificate which
requires an inspection contract with a licensed company as opposed to the normal self‐education
and self‐certification that most septic system owners can do. I pay over $1000 per year for this. It
feels like money just being incinerated (or flushed if you will) for nothing in return.
I don't feel that you have any right whatsoever to charge any kind of fee for my septic system.
None. This is just another ploy to separate me from my hard earned money for your jobs program.
Not aware as to whether or not a "fee" system is needed, and what any charges are for
NO fee...don't micro manage my property
No fee, levy fines instead
What am I paying for? I pay for the pumping, the inspection, and then the county. The county fee is
out of line in my opinion and should significantly lowered.
None. It's my system and I pay to maintain it myself. The country can't tax me for maintaining my
own property.

















including fees on new,replaced and major repaired septic systems.
NO FEE
No fee
Sounds like just another way to get money out of us taxpayers.
If a system is within 100 feet of a water source then the fee and monitoring should be increased
accordingly.
None for this program
We pay designers, installers and permit fees enough already
None. I don't see from the info that it will be used properly
Included in property taxes
The charge structure should be dropped as it does not serve the people.
No fee
None. I should not be charged to use my own property.
Everyone in the county should pay the same fee.
Maintaining my septic is charge enough. Stop gouging rural homeowners. We chose to live where
we do to avoid as many taxes as possible, so leave us alone please.
None

